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A personal experienceI
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SSttfii certainly part of a growing feeling inside 

that I couldn’t quite identify.
The mist that blanketed Black’s Harbour An ambitious excursion to the generally 

had burnt off by the time the ferry rounded uninhabited “back” side of the island
the rocky bluff that holds stately Swallow revealed a different dimension in its
Tail Lighthouse, so that the docks of North nature. Here lie portions of “untampered 
Head were exposed in the morning sun. with” wilderness that air a very natural

As you step off the boat, your mind slows beauty. This area should be reserved for
down, the salt air says “Take it easy; those with an appreciation of its unkept
you’re on Grand Manan”. There is lots of ground cover and ancient twisting pines,
time and many places to see. I must lust to sit in the mist on the back bank 
caution you here. You cannot experience and imagine the shore far below with its
Grand Manan by sight-seeing alone. The rough rock face, that never smiled softly on
true beauty of the island exists in ships, makes the journey worthwhile, 
combination with its rugged natural state The salty air of mystery and 
and the genuineness and sincerity of its enchantment was added to my affair 
people. through sea-fishing tales and ghost stories

T. - related to me over cups of tea, smothered
It was less than a week before Christmas in the warmth of the dear friends I made

when I first arrived on the island. Lying on the island
fir mileS 0ff !hore; h discourages Shifting storms, shipwrecks, sea gulls

T1° t n ï T T g and serenity designate Seal Cove as my
he trip. That m itself was incentive for me special place. To be truthful, it was here

theeXfntrfathn ei8.^tean °f sh°roline. on a warm fall night, as I walked along the
t e intriguing out islands and the breakwater and sandy beach, that I
lifestyle that makes these people unique. realized how much I loved the island. The
stortoïwhY >t-m8 love af^ir- Maybe it moonlight met the waves as they hushed to 
started while sitting on the bluff at South shore by the fishing shacks and houses

m thn darknf-’ bstenmg to the silent in the salty air. The peaceful feeling 
, d® ow’ Ruminated periodically by that penetrated me that night remained for 

t e hghthouse beam. It may have been weeks after I returned to the mainland
to th^ “Hole SinS top8 wa?V’S’ °r thethlk1 For those who can appreciate it, Grand
crtJLnrir Thf T ^ ’ 3 natur,al Manan has much to offer. You will, by
artwork. The childish excitement at the visiting, learn more of the island, but more
siting of my first whale, while important, you may learn somethine of 
day-dreaming at Eel Brook beach was yourself. 8

By DENNIS DOHERTY
Park Harbour - tha dulse capital af tha Atlantic.I

Swallow Tail Lighthouse
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Cannot Rack lighthouse - IS miles from Seal Casa Oran Manan.
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